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Though the figures associated with the Modernist crisis in Roman Catholicism are normally viewed as
looking forward in terms of critical history and philosophy, they also looked back in history to the churchs
mystical tradition. ""Modernists and Mystics"" is the first book to tell the story of the Modernist turn to the
mystical. It focuses on four diverse modernist-era figures - Friedrich von Hugel, Maurice Blondel, Henri

Bremond, and Alfred Loisy - and explores their understanding of mysticism and their relationship to mystics.
In the six original essays included in this volume, the authors discuss how von Hugel, Blondel, Bremond, and

Loisy all found inspiration in the great mystics of the past. These figures drew inspiration from Fenelon,
seeing parallels between the Quietist controversy in which he was deeply involved and the crisis affecting

Catholicism in their own day.

Modernist poetry refers to poetry written mainly in Europe and North America between 1890 and 1950 in the
tradition of modernist literature but the dates of the term depend upon a number of factors including the
nation of origin the particular school in question and the biases of the critic setting the dates. Cambridge

Harvard University Press.

Catholic Mystics

With the appearance of Sufism Islamic mysticism however many Sufis preferred celibacy and some even
regarded. Like most mysticsand most modernistsYeats conceived of both religious and political oneness not
as a final end but rather as an ongoing process a way of happening as Auden put it. Download Citation
Modernists mystics In the six original essays included in this volume the authors discuss how von Hügel

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=Modernists and Mystics


Blondel Bremond and Loisy. Saint Maud Is the First MustSee Horror Movie of 2021 THE SECOND
COMING A24 Filmmaker Rose Glass stunning debut centers on a disturbed woman who believes God is

communicating with herand tellin. The Modernist as Mystic Baron Friedrich von Hügel. New York Fordham
University Press pp. In the wake of changing political attitudes and cultural values its time for a look. Thu 26

October 6 00 PM. Talar Modernists Mystics. Or so it might appear.
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